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CONVOYBATTLE

-,
;a ,om. of the most- ferocious Battle's of ■ the war Between aircraft ana U-boats was

fought recently across hundreds 'of wiles of- the Atlantic Ocean. It lasted for four

r;. days-and; when it wa&• over Coastal; Command aircrews were able., to -eftaim 12 attacks*
f

*
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; ■ Strong U-Boat foroßs had’ opponently Been concent rated across the path of two

inward Bound convoys,"-forming an., undersea wall- Of fire and steel

between the United States ■ and England. 'V' :,,A . . u

The attack on the convoy Began outside .the .zone of air protection;; -and losses

were AvS'-the - ships'/ comb within /extreme','. range of Coastal Command's aircraft,

•hfAXever, .Liberators,. fortresses and Sunderlands .were launched against the enemy

submarines in an 'all^out"offensive. i ' .i; :.b.-

The Battle was fiercely fought throughout. The relentless- air- hunt and. attack

increased' in -tempo and -when" it'was over-, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of

Coastal Command was able to signal to the squadrons concerned:- ”».•!' would like them

:(air and ground crews) to know that in this action the effect. of -the enemy* s-’attack

on the convey was* Immensely reduced from the moment aircraft arrived* There Is not

the least doubt they saved. jp. large number of ships”.-. ■ - j

■ Sightings of two or three U-boats during an aircraft's sortie became a common-

place. One Captain of a Liberator saw six submarines and attacked^three'of'them with-

in an hour. Three of them were, sighted simultaneously, travelling on a converging
'icoufse ; towards a convoy.

Close co-operation between the naval escorts and the R;A.P* enabled the convoys

to change course and avoid places where the enemy were known to be concentrating*

In the running fpur-day battle, tens of thousands of miles were flown by the

vSunderlands, Liberators, and Fortresses manned.by crews from Britain, Canada, South

---•■Africa, Rhoedesia, Australia,New Zealand' and Belgium,

Time and again, U-Boats, surfacing for a few hours j>o recharge batteries and

‘•gain a breathing spell'or to overtake the ships which continued steadily on their

course, were damaged, shaken, or possibly destroyed by the depth charges from aircraft*

'

r
4 Flying Officer. Samuel E "Red" Esler, D.F.C*, ■of Donaghadee, one-time Ulster

motor-car salesman, and his Liberator crew sighted eight U-boats and. attaGcked five of
them in two days. This some crew carried, out the squadron’s first after-dark

operation when they attacked two U-boats-nearly fifty miles apart.

T:l-; ' When: the second attack was made, Esler should have been landing at; Base many
hundreds of miles away. He had been asked ■ to.v-stay with the convoy until one hour
after dusk, but seeing the. risks it would encounter as darkness fell, -he remained for

- a further five Bouts, contributing largely to the safety of-.the convoy that night*
Esler, who since last. July has attacked/ twelve- end sighted sixteen submarines,
attributes■the success of that night r s'operation to his navigator, Flight Sergeant
T.J. Kempton, of Osterly, Middlesex.
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"I was in a foul temper that night, I had been anxious to celebrate

St, Patrick*s night in good old Irish fashion and meant to get a Jerry. It was

our second trip in just over forty-eight hours. On the first we had a jolly

good day, sighting six U*-boats in on hour, First we saw one, then as we got
into position to attack from ten miles awa, another popped up in an infinitely
better situation so we had a snack at him instead and sent him crash diving,

"

We were still circling over the spot looking for evidence to indicate-a kill when

in the distance we saw three U-boats moving in on the convoy. I selected the

middle one and let go on the remaining depth charges as someone shouted over

the inter-con, f That f
s a little bit of Irish from St. Pat,* when the sixth sub,

appeared we trained our guns on it and let it have all we* d got. We flew so low

over it that the boys said they saw a Jerry in the conning tower shaking his fist

at us. He must have been a casualty for the boat submerged beneath him," Esler

concluded. In 72 hours Esler and his crew had spent thirty-six hours in the air,

twenty-eight preparing for their sorties and had had only eight hours sleep.

Sunderlands, in particular, had spectacular encounters with U-boats, many of

which tried at first to shoot it out on the surface. Not one of the aircraft

was damaged. Many of the Sunderland pilots have flown in the Middle East against
Germans and Italians.

"We saw our fihst Jerry within a short tine of meeting the convoy," said

Flying Officer Brant Howell of Boissevain, Manitoba. "Our depth charges straddled

the U-boat as it dived and later we saw an oil streak three-quarters of a mile

long by a quarter of mile wide and plenty of floating debris,"

Later, Howell made his second attack, this time on a fully surfaced

submarine travelling at about ten knots towards the convoy. "As we attacked the

men at the guns started shooting at us'," he said. "Black puffs of smoke flew all

round the aircraft but we were not hit. The U-boat* s fire stopped only a few

seconds before it submerged and I an sure the gunners were left to swim for it.

Our depth charges exploded within a few feet of the stern and the last we saw of

this U-boat was six feet of the afterpaft sticking almost vertically out of the

water. Within a. few seconds there were two terrific under-water explosions and

the sea turned a vivid green," \

Another Sunderland, captained by Flight Lieutenant Dudley Hewitt of Purley,

Surrey, made two attacks on the sane submarine in less than a minute, "Our first

batch of depth charges exploded as the U-boat crash-dived. We turned to observe

the result when the U-boat was blown to the surface like a jack-in-the-box.

Luckily other depth charges were ready and down they went to add to the destruction

and confusion,"

The gunnery officer of the Sunderlend squadron. Flight Lieutenant D.G.T.

Hayes of London, S.W. 14, who had taken part in raids against the Italians in

Abyssinia and Somaliland and in the Western Desert "had the luck" to be in on a

shooting match with one of the U-boats.

"The moment the sub. spotted us he took evasive action but made no attempt
to submerge," he said, "As we came into range he opened up and Orleikons and

3.5's went whizzing past us but the pilot pressed hdme his attack from little

above sea-level. The other gunners and myself all aimed at the men manning the

guns. They were so close we could- see the looks of horror on their faces as

the depth charges fell. I am afraid they were left behind by their skipper
for soon afterwards the U-boat dived and then seemed to be blown to the surface

again, bows first, at an acute angle;for two or three minutes it remained in

this £>osition, then slowly disappeared.
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